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To begin:
Gather around in a clump with all interested parties. Feel a bit awkward, maybe leery, or
maybe excited. Pass this handout out. Wait until everyone reads this far on the page and
settles down. Participants may have taken out something to write with, maybe to
highlight key points or clari$ directions for themselves in the margins of this text.

There will be no introductions.

Instructor says, " We don't have much time to waste, the afternoon is jam packed, but we
don't want to make itfeel rushed, so let's get started."

The instructor will then say, "I am awere that you've come to be taught something, but
today is really a day that you should be looking forward to spending with yourself. Often
times the way that many of us work and live doesn't allow for any of that. So in some
ways this is a gft I'd like to give to you, since I usually enjoy it when it's done for me.
Today we are in this special place, not to teach ourselves how to be inspired by this place
in particular, but to teach ourselves how to be inspired or motivated to construct work

from almost anything. The place under scrutiny today is a special place even ifyou've
been in it hundreds of times, because today we are giving special importance to our
surroundings os mere or actual space. This will hopefully make more sense as the next
couple of hours go by. But what we are doing with today can be done anywhere; today is
but a test model. Ifwe can operate in this way today, we can do it ary+uhere; we can even
lead others to do it."

Then the instructor will continue,"Today we will be in downtown Chicago but we won't
be examining downtown Chicago as downtown Chicago. We will be examining
ourselves-how we see ond how we make. At this point, our objective is to learn how to
make our seeing into our making and our making into our seeing."

Wait. Allow for this somewhat puzzling phrase to be partially unraveled.

Then contifiire,"For the next hour, I would like you to exist in this space (the Loop, that
is). Try to be in every available space. Stay safe, but feel free to walk into spaces that
appear to be offlimits to you. Do this until you're asked to not to, and then stop. Don't
break any laws or cause any harm to yourself or others because this activity is not about
that. If you are interested in making that sort ofwork, you'll have other opportunities at
some point in your lfe to do so. When you are in a given spece, in or outside, make rules

for looking in that space- Say to yourself, for the next ten minutes, I will only look at
objects, I will only read signs, I will only look at things that happened by accident, I will
only look at things on a specific side of the street, above or below my waistline, or that
are a certain color.' You establish the rules for looking. These are merely examples.



Occasionally try to just be in the "air", don't look at objects, try not to make eye contact,
try to see how you relate to any given arrangement of buildings, moving cars, trees or
pedestrians. In other words, try to see ,f you can see yourself outside of yourself"

At this point the instructor will call attention to the list at the end of this document. Tell
them that they will spend one hour in the Loop and give out this direction,"Now during
this hour, I would like you to find some things. Nothing spectfic, or should I say, nothing
assigned, however as you may have noticed, there is a list at the end of this handout with
a little over a hundred scavenger hunt triggers. I would like you to devise a systemfor
selecting, let's say ten triggers off this list. Once you have these ten things spendyour
hour walking around, look at your own leisure. Put these ten triggers in the back of your
mtnd momentarily so that they don't dictate your walk. These triggers do not correspond
to any single object or occurrence around you and yet they apply to every thing that is
going on in the spaces you will walk through. You should give yourself permission to fit
the round peg into the square opening. And by this I mean that things (or what you are
experiencing) only need to have an internal logic; you needn't explain yourself to anyone,
especially not me. Time is of the essence, however, I would ask that during the next
hour-which hasn't begun-that youfigure out a way to slow your brain down. Please
allow yourself to be by yourself today."

Encourage the students to say to whomever they are with, such as classmates, friends, or
colleagues, "Hey, I'11 see you in an hour."

Also the instructor should encourage the participants to avoid making contact with others,
verbal or otherwise, for the duration of the their walk. Tell them not to point things out to
people, not to make conversation (except with themselves), and to allow themselves
moments of rest whenever needed.

Stress this: "Don't think about this as an assignment. It isn't. If you have another way to
be in this space, do it that way."

Instructor says, "Let's take a look at a short piece ofwriting that I've included in this
handout. Let's read it to ourselves. (Look at Matthew Goulish's Slow Thinkingfor 5
minutes) When the students are done, say,"Can we have someone read it aloud
preferably someone who doesn't want to. Just kidding, anyone." (Allow it to happen, it
should take about 5 minutes) Then say, "Does someone want to make any comments
about this short reading, I would like to make one but I'll do it last."

Wait. After comments-if any are made-say, " I like the idea that something is always
happening and that you have to train your senses and brain to be able to see these things.
Think of the way a camera works, there is a slight sliver of time where the image is
cleor... but there is a multiplicity of moments of so-called unclarity that occur before and
after the camere lens is infocus. In those moments of lack of clarity a picture is also
occurring. If you turn the focus knob to either extreme, you loose clarity but you gain new
v,ays of seeing."



At this point the instructor will introduce Martin Heideggar's idea of present at hand vs.
ready to hand. Use the example of the hammer. Say,"When the hammer is in good
order, meaningfunctional and operational, the user or any observer of the user tends not
to question the object nor what it's doing. In some ways the hammer becomes part of the
users arm. Thought is abandonedfor the sake of fficiency or work. Think of it in the way
that we have become accustomed to using a computer mouse. The use, very quickly,
becomes second nature. But when there is a breakdown in any aspect of the function's
fluidity, the "user" is automatically made aware of the oddness of the object at hand. The
properties of the wood or the metal in the hammer's case or the plastic in the case of the
computer mouse, become q type of abstraction. The user is now very aware that this
object-infoct-is a thing in the world and that it needn't be merely a hammer or a
mouse. It becomes a moment of art. What we find in our everyday spaces is exactly that.
A slowing down of our living process is like the breakdown of the hammer's function and
this move allows us the insight into those usual everyday phenomena. The breakdowns,
the failures, the antiquated, the misananged, and the accident, all allows us the
opportunity to contemplate things that are usually takenfor granted. However, in all
these breakdowns we find the fodder for a lifetime's worth of questions. That is what any
given space is: A metaphor for life. The everyday space then can exist in one of two ways
depending on the viewer's perception. The situation at hand, such as the hammer or the
mouse becoming 'useless' can either be a breakdown or an object of contemplation,
meaning art. This is all, infact, a very human activity."

WaiL

Shift gears then and say,"I'd ask that you please lookfor these moments to contemplate,
not just in the Loop, but in your structure of looking itself, in overheard conversations, in
memories you may have while walking around. Jot down about ten and I'll see you in
one hour, which will be around . Jot yourfindings down as
drawings, diagrams, poems, journal entries or whatever. If you have a camera you may
shoot pictures. If you have a sound recorder or video recorder you may use that. Find a
documenting strategt that is fluid andworks bestfor you. Don't put artistry over
immediacy. Although iffor you artistry and immediacy happen in tandem, that's okay
too."

The instructor will then ask if there are any questions and will proceed to answer all
questions by affrrming them and then negating them. The instructor will respond to the
student's confused look by asking them what theytlnnk about the question. Abandoning
any sense of expectation or sense of what the instructor imagines to be right, the
instructor will direct the student to-in fact-follow their intuition on the question. It is
very important that-other then for safety sake-the instructor not try to dictate how the
students understands or misunderstands all of these directions. In the end, these directions
are but a springboard for an activity that is yet to be discovered. It is important to
remember that the teacher does not know the outcome of what is about to happen.



Set a timer for one hour, dismiss the students, and do one of two things: 1. Do a slightly
abbreviated version of the activity alongside the students. Or, 2. Getyourself a cup of
coffee and try not to think about anything related to what the students are doing.

Intermission------------

After the hour, when everyone returns, the instructor will say,"I hope it went wellfor
everyone. Now I'd like you to think qbout these findings as triggers for the construction of
new worlcs. These are merely an extension ofyours life's work, the workyou make all the
time, because even though you found them in the world on this specific day, it is you that
has gtven them meaning. Wenwe examine ourfindings, we can approach makingwork
from them in two dffirent woys: I. Respond without prejudice. 2. Respond accoriing to
beau$/." Don't explain these two options too much because-in fact-both approaches
can mean several different things to any number of people. Make this statem"nt th"n,
"Although it is widely believed that artist are problem solvers, this is misleading because
it assumes that there is a correction to be made or a resolution to be arrived at. This
makes art too much like mathematics, and although art is sometimes like math, it is not
always. In art, many times, the newness is bornfrom the activity notfound to have been
preexisting. Try not to be a problem solver, be a juxtaposer. Be quick to look, and slow to
speak. In other words, don't be so qutck to close the case. Allow whatever is there to
emerge. Give it time."

If the instructor has one or two more hours for this activity, present this second
component to it. This hands-on portion of the activity is derivative from some of John
Cage's work with chance operations and also from the idea of creative response as an
alternative to criticism. Creative response has been observed in the performance group
Goat Island's performance workshops. The theory behind creative response and many
examples of how it can be implemented can be found in the books Small Acts of Repair,
Schoolbook 2, and Matthew Goulish's 39 Microlectures.

Let's give it a try.

Instructor says,"Choose the 6th and the 3)thfinding, concept, or ideayou documented
and the negative sixth one. " (This direction can be interpreted in any number of ways;
even a misinterpretation of the direction will be fruitful). "Circle them; check them-
whatever-just make sure you identify them and that you can recall them later. Now, in
what you've identified, choose three ideas, concepts, moments, letters, forms, or words
that strike you, either because they sound nice, bring back a poignant memory, are fult of
energy, or maybe you just like the way you've documented it or them."

Give students the opporhrnity to rummage through their findings and then say, ,,Take

these three instances that you've identified and share them with three dffirent people,
one personfor each instance. Ifyou show your 'instance' to one person, don't have them
show you theirs. This will insure as much cross pollination as possible. Try not to do too
much explaining while you are sharing each other's findings with each other. It is very
important thot while you are being shown something by another person, that you are



taking notes, mental or otherwise, on what you find interesting about that person's work.
Also take that person's name down so that you can trace where you're influence came

.from."

Once each student has collected three instances from three separate students then ask
them to please construct a small work of art in response to the three instances that were
shown to them by their classmates. These artworks should be something that can be
shared out to the rest of the class in under thnty seconds. Allow the students time to work
or practice. Once they have completed this part ask everyone to line up in some
arbitrarily assigned manner, such as arranging themselves according to hair color, darkest
hue to lightest hue or hair texture, rough to smooth. Number the students to create a
sequence of presentation. Present out.

Optional: Hold a discussion at the end asking what-if any-portion of the workshop
was useful to them.

Scavenger hunt triggers.

a. something broken, still functional ab. a pun
b. something rhythmically displaced bb. contradictory fashions
c. something patterned unintentionally cb. something/someone ethnic not from
d. something a new color, not its original where you thought itlthey was/were from
color db. ingenious solution to unusual problem
e. something too small for it's pu{pose eb. unusually alive!!
f. an impossible possibility fb. teaching, not me
g. reused, not recyclable gb. you on accident
h. residue hb. content killed by form
i. an animal, not an animal ib. important sounding conversations
j. a miniature jb. out of place buttons, knobs, or levers
k. something free kb. dark and light simultaneously
l. a container, not a container lb. pontificating
m. something old with the smell of a new mb. Biblical sounding names, not in the
language Bible
n. robotic, not robots nb. fire, not fne or light
o. something involving multiple states ob. something botched, not surgical
p. something you own pb. all the capacities you find
q. random #'s qb. something alive but dead
r. something like siblings, not related rb. stacks not made from paper
s. motorized, not mechanical sb. something snug
t. something woven, not fabric tb. poorly lit
u. something secret that everyone can see ub. something that tries to but doesn't fool
v. something bit you
w. voices repeating, not music vb. indigenous
x. yellowed yb. the title of the book you will write or
y. questions without answers the pro wrestler you will be



z. unintentional empty space. zb. art apology

aa. overheard talking ac. inaccessible sound
ba. outrageous claims bc. a dead end not in actual space
ca. behind the scenes in front of scenes cc. something playing dead
da. something diminished in size by time, dc. something contemporary
not a gadget ec. poetry, not poetry
ea. something unusually still fc. something pathetic, not a person
fa. a color you've never seen before gc. multiples
ga. something cured, not disease hc. directions with five separate
ha. amovements smell components
ia. a color you've seen in something famous ic. intemal monuments
ja. soundless music jc. repulsive but extremely attractive
ka. tonic, not tonic kc. maps, not maps
la. something dispensed not for lc. something crooked
consumption mc. something you suppose might be
ma. an order or command stinky
na. jarring tonal shift nc. something interrupted
oa. something faked, not a display oc. something abnormally shiny
pa. something giving access, not for entry pc. something you find personally striking
qa. a fall about the bathrooms, not antiquity
ra. orgarizational potential not met qc. a memory
sa. something classical, not art rc. the temperature
ta. something educational yet sc. something sexual, without bodies
incomprehensible tc. something about photography, not a
ua. "a meeting of men of letters", not a picture
Chinese painting uc. something pop culture
va. text that contradicts yc. watchers
wa. the world outside inside zc. a surface you weren't supposed to
xa. larger than life, yet smaller than your touch, but you did.
head
ya. shoddy consttuction
za. influenced by...



The high schooler is a contemporary practitioner. The sooner the student is told this, the
sooner the connection between the teacher and the student can be solidified. You see; the
student doesn't actually need to be made aware that he or she is an important contributor
to the culture that they live and move in. They know this because they live with the
evidence of their daily engagement with the "world". The act of the teacher telling their
students that they are contemporary practitioners serves the teacher more than the
student. Well, actually, it is not the mere act of telling the student(s) that they are
contemporary practitioners, rather the act of thinking----on the teacher's behalf-that
precedes the telling, which is the most important. The teacher needs to, at least, suspect
that-despite not be familiar with the particular sensibilities of this new generation's
research strategies-that their students are-in fact-performing a v ery sophisticated
level of personal research. The research of the high schooler--aarticularly the research
not prescribed by the mechanics of schooling-is unique, new, and full of integrity.

I developed this hypothesis about high schoolers' research sensibilities early in my
teaching career. Listening to high schoolers talk to each other and quickly recognizing
how otherworldly the content-sometimes even the form-was to my own sensibility
became a first indicator of their-and my-persistent alterity. It was in these high school
cohorts-a collection of microcosms reflecting an unknowabls ((\ /611d"-fh4f
knowledge's heterogenity was revealed to me. Admittedly, prior to my time with these
high schoolers, I naively believed that most people were the same. Obviously, differences
abounded on the exterior of all of the individuals I had encountered prior to being a high
school teacher, but that's not exactly what I'm talking about. What I'm referring to is
something much more nuanced; something that to this day I can't totally put my finger
on. The only thing I can say is that it has to do with research and with the impetus of an
individual's personal research process to activate making.

There is a scavenger-hunt-type assignment that I gave my students in order to highlight
this unique research sensibility, which eventually led to making. The project was not a
making project per se, rather an activity that looked situate-for both the student and the
teacher-the student's own existent, already well-trained, research practice. The 25
scavenger hunt cues were open ended, described in a manner that they could be found in
virtually any space: interior or exterior; large or small; institutional or domestic. The
directives in the "hunf'were formulated to aid the student in looking more closely at the
"world", something that-given my hypothesis-they were obviously already doing. In
other words, the students were just being asked to do the research I already thought they
were doing, in a more formalized and recorded manner. The medium through which they
catalogued what they found was up to them. They could write about what they saw,
creating short narratives. They could draw or photograph what they found, presenting
more static representations. Some students opted to video tape themselves engaging in
the finding process, not unlike popular naturalist television programming where some
type of "scientist" is followed by a video crew as they describe creatures in their natural
habitats. The results, from semester to semester, and from student to student was always
different. I always gave the option for students to pick only a handful of the scavenger
hunt cues, recognizing that-depending on the student---different things would stand out
to different students.



The scavenger hunt was a device for getting to know the students, but also for the student
to recognize the strength in researching that they already brought to our collective
educational project. The activity-and others that followed, which carried the same spirit
as this one-where aimed in recognizing the wealth of knowledge students could access
without any specialized training or aesthetic proficiency. The project aimed to allow
everyone into one of art's primary motivations, that of being acutely sentient in one's
own world.

Two documents follow.

First, an actual step-by-step script that I formulated for myself upon the occasion of being
invited to lead this scavenger hunt workshop at a school in downtown Chicago (see
attached PDF). Second, a short essay written by Stella McKearn, a senior at The
University of Illinois-where I currently teach (forthcoming). Stella participated in this
scavenger hunt activity when she was a sophomore at the Chicago Public High School,
where I taught for seven yeaffi prior to completing my graduate work at Penn State. She
collaborated on the artifact that emerged from the scavenger hunt activity (a performative
video) with a fellow student Katie McKelvey. (I'm actively looking for the
documentation of this. I believe I may have found it on a HI-8 video tape, but now I have
to transfer it. YIKES!!).


